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Abstract--We analyze a deterministic epidemic model with delay derived by the Ker- 
mack-McKendrick model. This model is suitable to describe infections transmitted by 
a vector. Existence, uniqueness, tability and asymptotic behavior of the solutions are 
studied. A threshold theorem is also proved. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we analyze a deterministic epidemic model which derives from the classical 
Kermack-McKendr ick  Model[l] with the inclusion of delay, it studies the spread of a 
communicable disease carried by a vector in a closed population. In this model, the human 
population is divided into three disjoint classes of individuals: 
(S) the class of the susceptibles, i.e. the class of individuals who are capable of con- 
tracting the disease and becoming infective: 
(1) the infective class, i.e. the class of those individuals who have contracted the disease 
and are infective; 
(R) the removed class, i.e. the class of those individuals who are recovered and in- 
capable of transmitting the disease. 
We analyze in this paper existence, uniqueness and asymptotic behavior of solutions 
of the epidemic model. If we denote by S(t), l(t), R(t) the number of individuals who are, 
at time t, in classes (S), (I), (R), respectively, we show that all the points of the S-axis 
are equilibrium points, S(t) is a monotone nonincreasing function and S(t) ~ S(z) when 
t --* :~. Moreover, S(:¢) ---* 0 when S(0) ---* :¢. We show also that the first quadrant of the 
(S-I)-plane is invariant and we prove a threshold theorem for S(zc). At last we investigate 
some qualitative properties of I(t). 
2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The assumptions of the model are as follows. 
(i) The infection is transmitted to man by a vector, such as a mosquito. That is, sus- 
ceptible individuals receive the infection from infectious individuals through a vector. 
(ii) Individuals who are recovered become incapable of transmitting the disease. We 
assume that the numbers of removals per unit time is proportional to l(t). 
(iii) The human population in the community under consideration is fixed. Births, deaths 
and migrations are ignored. 
(iv) When a susceptible vector is infected by a person, there is a fixed time a during 
which the infectious agent develops in the vector. At the end of this time, the vector 
can infect a susceptible human. 
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(v) There is homogeneous mixing of the human and vector populations. 
(vi) The number of infectious vectors is very large and at time t is proportional to l ( t  - 
a). 
As a consequence of these assumptions, we have a system of three differential delay 
equations (see [1], p. 139), 
S( t )  = - [3S(t ) l ( t  - a) ,  
"I(t) = [3S(t ) l ( t  - a) - ~ l ( t ) ,  
[~(t) = ~,l(t) ,  
(I) 
subject to the initial conditions 
S(O) = S > O, 
I (s)  = I(s) for s ~ I -a ,  0], 
I(0) > O, R(O) = O, S + I(0) = N, 
and with [3, "y positive constants. 
Summation of the three equations in (1) implies that for t -> 0, 
S( t )  + I ( t )  + R( t )  = S + I(0) = N. (2) 
Thus if we know S( t )  and I ( t )  for t -> 0, then R( t )  can be found as a consequence, so 
that we can study only the first two equations of (1). Note that the model studied here is 
similar to an S- I  model studied by Cooke[2], which reduces to one differential delay 
equation. 
3. EXISTENCE,  UNIQUENESS,  POSITIVITY OF SOLUTIONS 
To obtain our results we use the retarded functional differential equation (RFDE) theory 
of Hale[3]. We denote by C = C( [ -  a, 0], R 2) the Banach space of continuous functions 
defined in [ -a ,  0] with range in R 2. For the convergence in C we consider the uniform 
norm. If z is a function defined in [ - a, ~) with values in R 2, we denote, for any 0 ~ [ -  a, 
0], 
z,(O) = z(t  + 0). 
We observe that if z is continuous, zt ~ C for every t > 0. 
Using this notation, and setting So = opt, Io = cP2 where (ep~, qb2) E C. dp~(0) > 0, 
qb2(0) --> 0, system (1) becomes 
S( t) = - f3S , (O) I , ( -  a), 
ht )  = [3s , (o ) I , ( -  a) - "d,(O), (3) 
So = dPl, Io = alP2, cPl(0) + ¢P2(0) = N, 
or, with a vector notation, 
~(t)  = f ( z , ) ,  (4) 
Zo = (ap,, ap:), 
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f (0 , ,  ¢,:) = ( - [3+t (0) to : ( -a ) .  60,{0)¢,:(-a) - ytO_-(0)). 
Sect ions 2.2 and 2.3 of [3] and the boundedness  hown below ensure the existence in 
[ -  a, ,:), the uniqueness,  and the cont inuous dependence on initial condit ions of the so- 
lution of (4). 
Note that the knowledge of S(t)  on the whole interval [ -  a, 0] is not necessary because 
the solutions of(3)  are uniquely determined by the initial data l ( t)  on I -a ,  0] and by S(0). 
Let us consider  the subset D of  the posit ive cone in C defined by 
D = {6 = (tO,, 02) ~ C I 61 -> 0, to_, >- 0. to, + to_- -< N}. 
THEOREM 1. D is a posit ively invariant set for (4); that is, for every qb E D, if z(qb) 
denotes the solution of (4) with initial value qb we have ;,,(dO) ~ D for every t ~ R - .  
Proof .  Let 0 -< t --- a and cI> ~ D. Equat ions (3) imply 
[ Io ] S(t)  = qb,(O) exp -13 ~:(S - a) ds - 0 
and 
( £' ) l ( t )  = e -~' ~2(0)  + f3 ~,_(s - a)S(s)e ~ ds >-O. 
so that /~(t )  -> 0 by (1) and R(t )  >- 0 since R(0) = 0. Hence l ( t )  + S(t)  <- N by (2). Thus 
z.,(~) ~ D for every t ~ [0, a]. It is trivial to show that if z,(d,b) E D for every t E [na. 
(n + l)a] with n - 1, then z,(~) ~ D for every t E [(n + l)a, (n + 2)a]. Then we prove 
the theorem with an induction on n. 
4. QUAL ITAT IVE  BEHAVIOR OF THE SOLUTIONS 
For  every  t > 0, we have 
.~((0)(t) = -f3S(dP)(t) l (~)(t  - a) <- O, 
so that S(~)  is nonincreasing in t. Therefore  
0 <- S(~) ( t )  <- cO,(O). 
I f  ~(0)  = 0 then S(~)(t)  = 0 for every t -> 0. This is obvious because if there are no 
suscept ib les at the beginning, then we have no susceptibles in the future. 
Note that there are no nontrivial periodic solutions of (4). In fact if there exists • 
D such that z(qb) is periodic in t, then S(t )  is a periodic monotone function, that is, S(t)  
is a constant  function. F rom (1).we have either l ( t )  = 0 (and then z would be a constant  
function) or ~(0)  = 0 so that l ( t )  = - "yl(t) and then l ( t )  = ~.,(0) exp( -  yt) which is 
a nonperiodic function. 
THEOREM 2. For  every cI) E D we have 
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lim I (~)(t)  = O, 
lira S(~)tt )  = c(C~). 
(5) 
(6) 
and c = c(~) satisfies the equation 
c = ~(0)  exp -13 
~t 
q B 
• : ( s )  ds  - m (N  - c ) /  • 
] 
(7) 
Proof. S is a nonincreasing function of  t and it is bounded below by 0, so that there 
exists 
c = lim S(t). 
Since/~(t)  = "yl(t) >- O, R(t)  is nondecreasing. Since R(t)  is also bounded above by N, 
R(t) must have a limit as t approaches infinity. Hence l(t) = N - R(t)  - S(t) has a 
nonnegative limit d as t approaches. inf inity.  If d were not zero, then there would be a T 
such that I(t) >- d/2 for t -> T so that R(t)  >- ~d/2 for t -> Tand R(t)  would approach infinity. 
Since R(t)  must remain less than N. the limit d of  l(t) must be zero. 
From the differential equation for S(t) in (3), it follows that 
i s  o ;o t-o ] S(t) = ~t(0)  exp -13 ,~ ~_,(s) ds - 13 I(s) ds 
so that the limit c satisfies 
c = qbl(0) exp -13 
tl 
Since S(t) + /;(t) = - "ll(t) we have 
• 2(s) ds + fo=l(s) ds ) l  . (8) 
S(t) + l(t) = qb~(0) + ~2(0) - ~/fo' 
fo' = N-  "y I(s) ds. 
l(s) ds 
As t approaches infinity we have c = N - "y f~l(s) ds, and replacing in (8) it fol lows (7). 
To obtain the same results of  Theorem 2 we can also use a Lyapunov  stability theorem 
(see [3], p. 119) which asserts that if there exists a cont inuous real function V (Lyapunov  
function) on C whose derivative V along the solution of  (4) is nonposit ive,  then z,(~) 
approaches,  as t ~ ~, the largest invariant set M with the property  that V is identically 
zero. In our case we can choose V0b) = d~t (0) + ~_,(0) so that the solution of(4) approaches 
the set 
M = {~ = (+1,~2)  E C l+t  = k = const ,+2 ~0,0 -  k-< N}. 
By straightforward calculations, we can write (7) as 
L N - c + co ln(c/~t(0)) = - "¢ ~2(s) ds. 
ct 
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defining to = "7/13. I f  a = 0 we find a wel l -known result for the model without delay. If 
we define 
[(s: + o0} X.(~) = exp -13 ~, (s )  ds ~ :- . 
¢t 
then from (7) it is simple to obtain that 
ce -U  w = X.(qb)dO,(0)e -<l,,~o''~>. (9) 
Let us consider the function h:R-  ---, R*  defined by h(c) = ce - ' /~.  We can see the 
behavior  of  h in Fig. 1. 
Equat ion (9) gives h(c) = h(d/))h(q~t(0)). If qb_, is not identically zero, 0 < ~.(~) < I and 
so h(c) < h(qb~(0)). The graph o fh  and the condition c(qb) < ~t(0)  imply c(qb) < to, that 
is, the susceptible individuals are inclined to stabilize at a value less than to for every 
initial number  of  infective individuals. Moreover  c(qt,) becomes zero when qb ~(0) becomes 
infinite. 
Assume now that qb_,, and hence ~., is assigned. Differentiating the formula h(c) = 
~.h(~t(0)) we obtain (dc/dcI)~(0)) = hh'(dot(O))/h'(c) = hi(to - cI)~(0))/(to - c)] exp[(c - 
qb](0))/to]. Since c < to, we have that c is an increasing function of cI)~(0) when cI) t (0) < 
to and that c is decreasing otherwise, c has the maximum value when qbt(0) = to. 
This threshold behavior  of  to is interesting from an epidemic point of  view because we 
have that the number  c(CI)) of  individuals not infected with the disease increases with the 
initial susceptibles cI)~(0) if ~z(0) < to, otherwise it decreases. Note that this behavior 
does not depend on the initial infective population. 
Now we prove a theorem analogous to the Kermack-McKendr ick  threshold theorem 
(see [4], p. 16) in the case with delay. 
THEOREM 3. Let ix = 0, ~ '~ to, ~(0)  = to + Ix, ~.(cI)) = 1 - a~.-', a > 0, p. > 0; 
then 
0 ---~ to - -  t..L - -  C ( ( i  )) ~ ~to2~ - -  O(~) .  (10)  
h(¢) 
i 
i 
w 
Fig. I. Graph ofh(c)  = ce -`'~. 
"1 = k = g = o ql!,~ U) I3O qdeao  '~ "~!~ . 
((~)=o~)=q. = (o)Z~ 
I ~ "  :i 
i 
! 
8~,.~-----z-. 
(~)I 
uo!lenb~t "mo/~r .z~ = ('~ - m) ,q  ~_ (~) ,y  os  pue  (m '0) u! uo!lounj ~u!seoa3u!uou e s! ,y 
(~ - ~) -  (¢0o 
( I I )  .((-,t - m) ' (¢ ) .~)~ ~ ' (~) 'Y  = (-rt - to)y - ( (¢)~)~/ 
~oN "0 ~-- ~ uoy.~x (rl - co) > (¢ )~ ~.eql os  0 " -  ",t uoqA~ 0 > (rl -- m)y  -- ((ep)O)y 03U~H 
• (c r l )o  + ~zl('fl - co)zpo - (rl - co)y = 
,..~,c.rl"d [~ + ('d - co)y ( :~o  - I )  = 
(rt + to )y ( :~o - I )  = ((cI:,)°)Y 
:r~ql ~xouH o ,~ " ( i ( I  + ~T. . ) , , z~o)~ = "d oa~q~ 
0=>4 
u!~lqo  o~x souos  a~od u[ y ~u!puedx~[  
OGG]q IG v3aa~,W 
• food  d 
86L 
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I ( t  
• #_- ' ( ' ( f f~ ,~ 
- .1~[~1 
~1(0) - 1; 2; 2.71.8; 4 
Fig. 3. Graph of l(t) with a = ~ = 7 = 1. 
• l ~ l  
(11) impl ies 
- ah(to - IX)~2 "I- O(IX 2) Ixe w" 2 - -  
c(dO) - (to - Ix) eto 
so that 
aetoh(to - Ix)ix - o(ix) 
O-<( to -  ~) -  c(q~)-< 
e~ 
= ato2ix - atoix 2 - o(ix) 
~" Otto2ix - -  O(~.L). 
When a = 0, it is known (see [4], p. 12) that if d~l(0) < to then I(t) decreases  to zero 
as t approaches  infinity; if  qbl(0) > to, at first I(t) decreases  to a max imum (when S(t) = 
to) and then I(t) decreases  to zero.  Unfor tunate ly ,  when a > 0 the behav ior  o f l ( t )  is much 
more  compl icated .  In Figs.  2 -5  we can see some numer ica l  s imulat ions of  I(qb)(t), obta ined 
using the Eu ler  method (see [5], p. 21). These graphs suggest hat a t ime T -> 0, depending 
on the initial data,  exists such that I (t)  decreases  when t -> T. 
Now we invest igate some proper t ies  of  I (~)(t) .  
I ( t )  
: \ 
/ \ 
/ 
.E ' ,~  
- .  10ff~]~.lI 
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~1{0) ~ !5; ~;  2s 
Fig. 4. Graph of [(t) with a = 13 = V -- I. 
THEOREM 4. For  every  t @ [na, z¢), n -> I we have 
l (~) ( t )  >_ P , , ( t )e - "  
where  P . ( t )  = ~j '=o  aj,,,t " - i  is a po lynomia l  in t with degree n and C~o.,, > 0. 
Proof .  We shall p rove the theorem by an induct ion on n. For  every  t E [0, :~) we 
have l ( t )  >_ ~._(0)e -'~'. If l ( t )  >- P, ,(t)e -w ,  t ~ [na, ~) and P . ( t )  = ~}'=o aj , . t  " - j ,  e~o.,, 
> 0, then, for every  t ~ [(n + l)a, x)  we have 
"I(t) >_ ~c(~)P , , ( t  - a )e -W _ -tl(t) 
= Q. ( t )e  -w  - ~,l(t), 
where  Q,( t )  = ~}'=o ~3j. nt n - j  and Bo., = [3c(dp) ao., > O. Then 
( : ) l ( t )  ~ l((n + ])a)e v~"÷l~'' + Q. (s )  ds e -w  
n- -  I l a  
= p .+ l ( t )e -V ' ,  
with P . - . l ( t )  ~='o  ~ ai..+~ = ~o../(n + 1) > O. = t n -- I - - j  and ao.n-  i 
New let r = dPl(0)/co and suppose  r < 1. I fN  = qb~(0) + qb_,(0), we have l ( t )  -< 13Nqb~(0) 
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z(t) 
-. 1 ~ 1  
~z(o)  - .z;  .z7; ~; s; 7 
~2(o) - ,=p( - t )  
Fig. 5. Graph o f i ( t )  w i th  a = ~ = ~ = ]. 
t . ~-~1 
\\ 
Fig. 6. Region containing the graph of l(dO) when O2 (0) < rN. 
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~z(o) 
1"41 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
t 
Fig. 7. Region containing the graph of 1(~) when rN < qb., (0). 
- ~I(t) and then 
I(~P)(t) <- O2(0)e-~' + _N iff~l(0 ) (1 - e-~')  
~0 
(q  b2(0 ) • t .~)N) _~, OI(0)N = - -  e + - -  
tO 
= (qb2(0) - rN)e -~' + rN = l~up(dP)(t). 
If ~2(0) < rN then Isup(~) is a monotone increasing function which tends to rN when t 
tends to infinity. Since l (~) ( t )  >- qbz(0)e-~', the graph of I(qb) is contained in the region 
indicated in Fig. 6. If rN < qb2(0), Isup(+) is a decreasing function and therefore 
I . ,~ <-- qb,(O), 
that is, the infective individuals at a future time shall be less than ones at the initial time. 
Moreover, the graph of I(qb) is contained in the region indicated in Fig. 7. 
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